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A query-bounded Turing machine is an oracle machine which computes its output function 
from a bounded number of queries to its oracle. In this paper we investigate the behavior of 
nondeterministic query bounded Turing machines. In particular we study how easily such 
machines can compute the function F~(x,, . ,x,) from A, where AZ N and 
F;(x,, . 71,) = (xnW > XA(X,)). W e s h ow that each truth-table degree contains a set 
A such that Ft can be nondeterministically computed from A by asking at most one question 
per nondeterministic branch; and that every set of the form A’ also has this property. On the 
other hand, we show that if A is a l-generic set, then Ff cannot be nondeterministically 
computed from A in less that n queries to A; and that each non-zero r.e. Turing degree 
contains an r.e. set A with the same property. If the machines involved can only make queries 
that are part of their input, then all sets such that Ft can be computed with one query per 
branch are weakly r.e. 
1. Introduction 
One of the most important differences between recursion theory and com- 
plexity theory is that in recursion theory it is easy to show that nondeterminism is 
equivalent to determinism, while in complexity theory the relationship between P 
and NP is unknown, although they are thought to be unequal. In this paper we 
study a recursion-theoretic setting where determinism and nondeterminism are 
not equal. In particular we look at deterministic and nondeterministic oracle 
machines with a bound on the number of calls to the oracle. Other work on 
bounding the number of calls to an oracle, in the context of recursive theory, can 
be found in [3, 5-91. Bounded queries in the context of complexity theory (i.e. 
polynomial time computations) can be found in [l-4, 12-15, 17-201. 
If A c N (the natural numbers) and IZ > 1, let 
FX% . . . 9 4 = kc4(XI)~ . . . ) x4(&J). 
where xa is the characteristic function of A (i.e., x E A +x-(x) = 1, x $ A + 
xA(x) = 0). Obviously a Turing Machine having A as an oracle can compute Ft in 
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n calls to A. In [8] it was shown that sometimes a Turing machine can do much 
better than this; namely, each truth-table degree contains a set B such that F$_r 
can be computed in n calls to B, for all n 3 1. Such sets are called verbose. In 
addition, it was shown (Nonspeedup Theorem) that this result is optimal-if Fg 
can be computed in rz calls to X (X any set) for some it 3 0, then B is recursive. 
However, this was all shown for deterministic computations; if nondeterminism is 
allowed, the story changes dramatically. We shall show that every Turing degree 
contains a set A for which Ft can be computed nondeterministically with at most 
one call (per nondeterministic branch) to A. However, if it is required that, in 
computing F:(xI, . . . , x,) nondeterministically, each branch can query A about 
at most one of the numbers x1, . . . , xa, then such sets must be weakly r.e. 
(Section 4). Such sets do exist; all r.e. semirecursive sets have this property. On 
the other hand, we show (Section 5) that there are many sets A for which the 
computation of Ft requires 12 nondeterministic queries. In particular, l-generic 
sets have this property, and that every r.e. degree contains an r.e. set that has this 
property. Throughout this paper ‘(e * a)’ denotes a recursive bijection between 
lJzl N’ to N. Hence ‘(zl, . . . , zk)’ is a number that codes a k-tuple. 
2. Nondeterministic computations 
Let f, g map N into N and let A4 be a nondeterministic oracle Turing machine. 
We say that M computes ffrom g if, for all X, y E N, M with oracle g can arrive at 
output y from input x if and only if y =f(x). That is, there must exist at least one 
correct computation from x using g and all computations from x which use g as an 
oracle and which terminate must be correct. Since M is nondeterministic, there 
may be many different computations starting from the input x-some will 
diverge, and some will converge, but all those that converge must terminate in 
the same output, namely f(x). 
It is easy to show that if A4 computes f from g nondeterministically, then there 
exists a deterministic machine M’ which also computes f from g. M’ operates by 
searching all paths M might take and halting when one of them halts, output what 
that path outputs. Hence the foregoing definition does not in itself give rise to a 
new notion of reducibility. However, if we bound the number of queries M is 
allowed to make to its oracle g, the situation is radically different. M’ will in 
general make many more queries to g than M. Thus we make the following 
definitions the first of which is taken from [8]: 
Definition. f E FQ(n, g) iff there exists a deterministic oracle Turing machine 
which (when using oracle g), for each x E lV, computesf(x) with at most n calls to 
g. 
Definition. f E NFQ(n, g) iff there exists a nondeterministic oracle Turing 
machine which computes f from g and for each x E N there exists a computation 
of f(x) from x which makes at most it queries to g. 
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Note. If A E N, let FQ(n, A) = FQ(n, XA) and NFQ(n, A) =NFQ(n, XA). 
Note. If M is a machine which shows that f E NFQ(n, g) we shall classify as 
divergent any computation which makes more than n calls to g. 
Informally speaking, if Ft E FQ(n, B) we say we can “get m (of A) for IZ (of 
B)“. One might naively believe that the relation is transitive, i.e., if one can get 
m of A for n of B, and n of B for k of C, then one can get m of A for k of C. This 
is false because when one says “m for n” the m refers to m parallel queries while 
the n refers to IZ serial queries. Consider the case m = n = 2. Two parallel queries 
to A are simply two completely independent questions “x, E A?“, “x2 E A?“; two 
serial queries to B consist of first a question “y, E B?” followed by a second 
question “yz E B?“, where yz depends upon the answer to the first question. Two 
serial queries seem more powerful than two parallel queries, and in fact 
FQ(1, F,K) s FQ(2, K) [91. 
In the nondeterministic case the “m for n” relationship is transitive. Suppose 
F”, E NFQ(n, B) and Ff E NFQ(k, C). The computation of Ft consists of 
following a certain path “yl E B?“, “yz E B?“, . . . , “y, E B?” in a computation 
tree. By guessing this path in advance the computation reduces to answering the n 
parallel queries “yi E B?“, . . . , “y, E B?” So serial queries are equivalent to 
parallel queries. In symbols, 
F”, E NFQ(n, B) iff Fi E NFQ(l, Ff). 
Or, stated more generally 
Proposition 1. NFQ(n, g) = NFQ(l, Ff) where 
F$,, . . . J &t) = (g(xA . . . 9 g(&J). 
It follows immediately that we get transitivity in the nondeterministic ase; i.e., 
Corollary 2. Zf Fi E NFQ(n, B) and Ft E NFQ(k, C), then Ft E NFQ(k, C). 
More generally, 
Proposition 3. Iff E NFQ(m, g) and g E NFQ(n, h), then f E NFQ(mn, h). 
Proof. Any m serial queries to g can be converted to the same number of parallel 
queries to g. Similarly, each of these queries to g can be converted to n parallel 
queries to h. Thus each value off can be computed nondeterministically by mn 
parallel queries to h. 0 
In [S] a set A was called verbose if F$_, E FQ(n, A) for all n 3 1. The following 
corollary shows that if A is verbose, then Ft E NFQ(2, A) for all m 2 1. 
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Corollary 4. Zf k > n and FG E NFQ(n, A), then Fi E NFQ(n, A) for all m 2 k. 
Proof. By induction on m. Suppose F”, E NFQ(n, A). Then F”, E NFQ(l, Ft). So 
clearly Fk+l E NFQ(l, Ft,,). Since k 2 n + 1, Ft+, E NFQ(1, Ff), hence FA,+, E
NFQ(~, F$). By assumption Ff E NFQ(n, A); therefore Fk+, E NFQ(n, A) 0 
We close this section with some basic definitions. 
Definition. A is n-subjective if Ft E NFQ(n, A) for all m E N. 
Definition. A is locally n-subjective if, for all m E N, F~(x,, . . . , x,) can be 
nondeterministically computed from A by asking at most n of the questions 
“xl E A?“, “x2 E A?“, . . . , “ix,,, E A?“. We write this as “F”, E NFQ(n, A) 
locally”. 
Note. By Corollary 2, a set A is n-subjective iff Ft,, E NFQ(n, A). Similarly, in 
the definition of local n-subjectiveness, it suffices to take m = n + 1. 
Corollary 5. Verbose sets are 2-subjective. 
Proof. As mentioned 4. 
The converse Corollary 5 false. In fact, show in Section 3 that there 
exist It will turn 
in every truth-table degree be weakly 
r.e. On the other in ever truth-table 
degree. 
Subjective sets 
Definition. If A G N and n EN, then Atn = (xA(0), . . . , xA(n - 1)). Note that 
Atn is a natural number. 
Definition. Let A E N. We say that A is coded by even numbers iff for infinitely 
many natural numbers 12, 2(ATn) E A and every even element of A equals 
2(ATm) for some m. 
Proposition 6. Zf A is coded by even numbers, then A is l-subjective. 
Proof. Given m E N andx,, . . . , x,,, E N, nondeterministically pick a number k of 
the form 2(z1, . . . , z,) with p ax,,, and ask “k E A?“. If “Yes”, then k = 
2(AT(y + 1)) where y 2x, and Ft(x,, . . . , x,) can easily be calculated. Since 
there does exist such a k in A one of the paths will pick it. 0 
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Corollary 7. Each truth-table degree contains a l-subjective set. 
Proof. Let A be any set and let B = (2n + 1 ) n E A}. Define the function q 
inductively by 
q(O)=07 
q(n + I) = 2((B U {q(O), q(I), . . . 2 qWHM4 + 1)). 
Let C = B U range(q). Clearly C is coded by even numbers. Also, it is easy to 
show that C stt A where =tt denotes truth-table equivalence (see [ 16, p. 1111). 
Theorem 8. If A is any set, then A’ is l-subjective. 
Proof. By Corollary 4 we need only show that Ft’ E NFQ(l, A’). Let (xi, x2) be 
two given oracle Turing machines. Intuitively we guess which machine(s) halt and 
the information relevant to these computations, and then verify both that 
information and the non-halting of the other machines with just one query to A’. 
The computation has three kinds of nondeterministic branches: 
(1) Guess that both machines halt, and ask A’ about the program that runs 
both machines and halts iff both of them halt. If the answer is “Yes”, then output 
(1, 1)) otherwise diverge. 
(2) Guess that neither machine halts, and ask A’ about the program that runs 
both machines and halts iff either of them halt. If the answer is “No”, then output 
(0, 0) , otherwise diverge. 
(3) Guess a number i E (0, l}, and a halting computation of xi. This halting 
computation includes guesses for what queries will be made and what there 
answers will be. Intuitively we are guessing that xi halts with that computation, 
and that xi_; does not halt. Create an oracle machine that simultaneously (i) 
verifies that the computation is a valid halting computation for ni and (ii) runs 
_x_~; if the computation is invalid or x1+ halts, then the machine halts. (The 
created machine may query A, but we will never actually run this machine, only 
ask questions about it.) Ask A’ whether this machine halts or not -if it does 
then diverge. If it does not, then we know that ~i-~ does not halt and that xi does 
halt. Output this information. 0 
Another interesting example of a l-subjective set is K x K. 
Theorem 9. The set P = K X I? is l-subjective. 
Proof. By Corollary 4 we need only show that FOE NFQ(l, P). Let 
((xi, yi), (x,, yz)) be 2 ordered pairs of Turing Machines. Intuitively we guess 
how many machines will halt and verify it with one query to P. Let 2, be the 
machine that halts iff at least k of the 4 machines xl, x2, y,, y2 halt. (Let Z5 be a 
machine that always diverges.) The computation proceeds as follows. First 
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nondeterministically choose a value of k E (0, 1, 2, 3, 4). Then ask “(Z,, Z,,,) E 
P?” If the answer is “No”, then that path diverges. If the answer is “Yes”, then 
we know that exactly k of the machines halt. Enumerate K until k of the numbers 
x1, x2, y,, y, appear in K. When this happens we have all the information we need 
to decide which elements of ( (xi, yl), (x2, yz) ) are in P. Note that only the path 
that guessed the correct value of k (i.e. k = IK rl {x1, x2, yl, y2}1) will converge, 
and it will converge with the correct answer. 0 
In a deterministic setting the hardest a set can be in terms of queries is 
superterse. 
Definition. A set A is superterse if for all n and all sets X, Ff is not in 
FQ(n - 1, X). 
The next theorem shows that deterministic and nondeterministic queries are 
very different. 
Theorem 10. There exist l-subjective sets that are superterse. 
Proof. In [S] it was shown that if A is nonrecursive, then A’ is superterse. 
Theorem 8 states that A’ is always l-subjective. Hence, if A is nonrecursive, then 
A’ is a l-subjective set that is superterse. 0 
4. Locally subjective sets 
In Section 3 we noted that for any set A, A’ is l-subjective; however the 
queries made are not from the original inputs. The situation changes dramatically 
if we insist the computations be local (i.e. all queries made are from the original 
input). In particular, (1) if A is any index set and n E N, then Ft $ NFQ(n - 1, A) 
locally, (2) every Turing degree contains a set that is locally 2-subjective, (3) 
every set that is locally l-subjective is weakly r.e., and (4) (a corollary to (3)) a 
degree contains a locally l-subjective set iff it is r.e. 
Theorem 11. Zf A is a nontrivial index set and n E N, then Ft $ NFQ(n - 1, A) 
locally. 
Proof. Assume F: E NFQ(n - 1, A) locally. Let M’ ) be the nondeterministic 
Turing machine that computes F, A in NFQ(m, A). We construct n programs 
Xl,. * . , x, which force the existence of a computation path of MC ) that converges 
but is incorrect. We will use some of the xi to force a particular computation path 
of M to converge, and others to force that path to output a tuple that is not 
F;(x,, . . . , 4. 
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Let fO be a function whose index is not in A, and fi be a function whose index is 
in A. We make implicit use of the n-ary recursion theorem. 
Program for xk 
(4 Input (~1. 
(b) Dovetail the computation of ‘(x1, . . . , x,) over all computation paths and 
using as an oracle all possible Y 5 {xi, . . . , x,} such that ]Y] c n - 1. 
(c) Let Y be the first subset found for which a computation path to make 
MY@,, . . . ) x,) halt exists. Let its output be (b,, . . . , b,) where b, E (0, l}. 
Let xi be the least element of {x1, . . . , x,} that is not queried on that 
computation path. Such exists since at most n - 1 queries are made. There 
are three cases: 
(1) k = j. If bk = 0 then run h(y), if bk = 1 then run J,(y). (This makes xk 
functionally equivalent to either fi or fO, which forces xA(xk) to disagree 
with the kth slot of MY(x,, . . . , x,).) 
(2) k # j and Xi E Y. Run fi(y). (This makes xk E Y, which helps the 
computation path that MY(xl, . . . , x,) took be a valid one.) 
(3) k # j and Xj 4 Y. Run fO(y). (This makes xk $ Y, which helps the 
computation path that MY(xl, . . . , x,) took be a valid one.) 
End of program for xk 
Since all the programs x1, . . . , x, do the same dovetailing, they all find the 
same converging computation path; and the same Y and J By the nature of the 
construction all elements that are queried (on the path) that are in A are in Y, 
and all elements queried (on that path) that are not in A are not in Y. Hence that 
path is correct and 
MA(XI, . . . ) x,) = MY(X,) . . . , x,). 
But by the nature of the construction MY(xl, . . . , x,) and Fi(x,, . . . , x,) differ 
on the jth place. Hence we have a contradiction. q 
The above proof can easily be modified to show 
Theorem 12. If A is any nonrecursive set and n E N, then F(i, is not in 
NFQ(n, A’). 
In 1968 [ll] introduced the notion of semirecursive. The original definition was 
hard to work with but McLaughlin and Appel [ll, Theorem 4.l(iii)] pointed out 
that A is semirecursive iff A is an initial segment of some recursive linear ordering 
of N. It was shown in [8] that semirecursive sets are verbose. We use 
semirecursive to give examples of locally 2-subjective and locally l-subjective 
sets. 
Proposition 13. If A is semirecursive, then A is locally 2-subjective. 
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Proof. Given (xi, . . . , x,) we may assume that x1 <x2 -=c . . . <x, where < is the 
recursive linear ordering of lV of which A is an initial segment. Nondeterministi- 
tally select an integer m between 0 and it. If m = 0 and x1 C$ A, then xi $ A for all 
i, l~isn. If m=n and x,EA, then XiEA for all i, l<i<n. If l<m<n, 
x, EA and x,+~ $A, then XiEA for 1CiCrn and Xi$A for m<i<n. In all 
other cases, diverge. 0 
Corollary 14. Each truth table degree contains a locally subjective set. 
Proof. By [ll, Theorem 3.61, each truth-table degree contains a semirecursive 
set. 0 
Theorem 15. Zf A is r.e. and semirecursive, then A is locally l-subjective. Hence 
every r. e. degree contains an r. e. locally l-subjective set. 
Proof. Let A be r.e. and semirecursive. Given x1, . . . , x, we may assume, as 
before, that xi <x2 < - - * <x, where < is the linear order associated with A. 
Nondeterministically select an integer m between 0 and n. If m < n and xm+* I$ A, 
then enumerate A looking for xl, . . . , x,. If all of these numbers appear, then 
X~EA for lci<mandxi$A form<i c IZ. If m = n, then enumerate A looking 
for x,, . . . , x,. If all of them appear, then of course Xi E A for 1 c i 6 n. 
Let A be an r.e. set and T be the set of truth stages of A [lo]. The set 7 is r.e. 
and semirecursive. Alternatively, Jockush’s proof that every Turing degree 
contains a semirecursive set [ll] shows, when restricted to r.e. degrees, that every 
r.e. degree contains an r.e. semirecursive set. 0 
Corollary 16. Each r.e. truth-table degree contains an r.e. locally l-subjective set. 
Proof. By [ll, Theorem 3.61 each r.e. truth table degree contains an r.e. 
semirecursive sets. Cl 
At this point the only sets that we know are locally l-subjective are r.e. 
semirecursive sets. Since locally l-subjective sets are closed under complementa- 
tion, we have the complements of such as well. The next theorem gives a closure 
property of locally l-subjective sets that increases the class of known locally 
l-subjective sets. 
Definition. B is one-truth table reducible to A (written B G,_~~ A) if there exists 
total recursive functions f : N+ N and g : N X (0, l} + (0, l} such that x E B iff 
g(x, XA(f (x))) = 1. 
Proposition 17. Zf A is locally n-subjective and B =s~_~~A, then B is locally 
n-subjective. 
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Proof. Suppose A is locally n-subjective and let M be the nondeterministic oracle 
Turing machine which demonstrates that Ft+l E NFQ(n, A) locally. Suppose 
B <,.,,A. Let f and g be total functions such that x E B iff g(x, ~~(f(x))) = 1. 
Algorithm (NFQ(n, B) algorithm to compute Ff+,(x,, _ . . , x,+J locally) 
(I) Input (x1, . . . , x,+11. 
(2) If there exists a j such that g(Xj, 0) = g(Xj, 1) = b, then xB(xj) = b is known 
(without making any queries) and Ft+l(~l, . . . , x,+,) can be computed by 
asking “ni E B?” for all i #j. Output the answer and halt. 
(3) Compute y, =f(xi) for 1 G i G n + 1. 
(4) Run M(yr , . . . , y,+,) nondeterministically. Every nondeterministic path of 
this computation is a nondeterministic path of the algorithm. If yi is queried, 
then find xe(xi) = b (by asking xi E B), find the unique b’ such that 
g(xi, b’) = b, and use b’ as your query answer (b’ is unique because if it were 
not then this algorithm would have halted in step 2). If a path halts and 
outputs (b,, . . . , b,+I) E (0, l}n+l, then we output (bl, . . . , b:,,) where bi 
is the unique element of (0, l} such that g(x,, b’) = b. 
End of Algorithm 
This nondeterministic algorithm asks B at most II questions on each branch, 
and the questions asked are part of the original input. The branches of the 
M(Y,, . . . 9 yncl) computation that converge have done so with correct answers to 
their queries, hence their output is Ft+,(y,, . . . , Y,+~). 0 
Definition. The class of sets that are KLOS (Known Locally One Subjective) is 
defined as follows: 
(a) If A is r.e. and semirecursive, then A E KLOS. 
(b) If B E KLOS and A cl_tt B, then B E KLOS. 
These are all the sets that are currently known to be locally l-subjective. The 
next theorem cuts our search for other such sets drastically. 
Definition. If A is any set and n is any number, then Q(n, A) is the class of all 
sets that can be recognized by an oracle deterministic Turing machine with oracle 
A that asks at most n questions. 
We show that all locally l-subjective sets are Q(1, K), which implies that they 
are weakly r.e. [9]. 
Lemma 18. Zf A is locally l-subjective, then there exists a nondeterministic oracle 
Turing machine M that computes Ff(x, y) that has exacly two nondeterministic 
branches-one of which queries x, the other y. 
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Proof. Suppose A is locally l-subjective and let M’ be the nondeterministic 
oracle Turing machine which demonstrates that F;’ E NFQ(l, A) locally. We 
construct a machine M with the desired property. 
Algorithm 
(1) Input (.G Y). 
(2) [One path] Query “x E A?” and store the answer. Dovetail all paths of 
M(x, y) until a query is made. If the query is n, then supply the stored answer 
and continue. If the query is y then stop pursuing that path. If any branch 
halts, then stop dovetailing and output the answer. 
(3) [Other path] Similar to step 2 except that we use y instead of x. 
End of Algorithm Cl 
Theorem 19. If A is locally l-subjective, then A is in Q(1, K). 
Proof. Suppose A is locally l-subjective and let M be the nondeterministic oracle 
Turing machine which demonstrates that F$ E NFQ(l, A) locally. By the above 
lemma we can assume that for all X, y the computation of M(x, y) has exactly 2 
nondeterministic brancheMne of which queries x, the other y. 
We use M in a proposed algorithm for A. If the algorithm works, then A is 
recursive. If the algorithm does not work, then we use this fact to construct a 
Q(1, K) algorithm for A. 
Algorithm 
(1) Input (x). 
(2) For y = 1, 2, 3, . . . dovetail the computation of M(x, y), only following the 
path that queries y, and then following both the “Yes” and “No” paths. If 
y E N and b E (0, l} are found such that both the “Yes” and “No” paths 
converge and output b in the first component of the output 2-tuple, then 
output b. 
End of Algorithm 
If for every x this algorithm halts, then A is recursive and we are done. Assume 
the algorithm does not always halt and let x0 be the least such value for which it 
does not halt. Let xA(x,-,) = b,,. Since the algorithm does not halt on x0, there is 
no value of y such that in the computation of M(x,, y), pursuing the y-query 
path, both the “Yes” and “No” paths halt and agree in the first component. We 
use this fact, and the parameters x0 and b. in the following Q(l, K) algorithm. 
Algorithm 
(1) Input (Y). 
(2) Ask K “Does the computation path of M(x,, y) that queries x0, and uses 
xA(xo) = bo, converge?” If the answer is “Yes”, then compute along that path 
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and output the second component of the final answer and halt. If the answer 
is “No”, then we know that the path that queries y and answers correctly 
must converge and be correct, while the path that answers incorrectly must 
diverge. Compute along the path that queries y and simulate both the “Yes” 
and the “No” paths. When one of them converges and outputs (b,, b), then 
output b and halt. 
End of Algorithm 
In the above algorithm the path that outputs (b,, b) must be the correct path 
since, by the nature of x0, if the other path converges then its output in the first 
component is 1 - b. which is incorrect. Cl 
In [9] it is shown that every Q(1, K) set is weakly r.e. and that every weakly 
r.e. set is 1-tt equivalent to an r.e. set. Hence we obtain the following corollaries. 
Corollary 20. Zf A is locally l-subjective, then A is weakly r.e. 
Corollary 21. For every Turing degree a, a contains a locally l-subjective set iff a 
ti r.e. 
Corollary 22. For every 1-tt degree a, a contains a locally l-subjective set iff a is 
r. e. 
5. Objective sets 
Some sets A require n questions to compute Ft determinstically. Such sets are 
called terse and were extensively studied in [B]. We define an analogous notion for 
nondeterministic omputations. Our first two theorems have proofs very similar 
to analogous theorems in [B] and hence their proofs are omitted. 
Definition. A set A is objective if, for all n > 0, Ft $ NFQ(n - 1, A). 
Theorem 23. Zf A is l-generic, then A is objective. 
Theorem 24. Every nonzero r.e. Turing degree contains an r.e.objective set. 
Theorem 25. Every degree that is above (or equal to) the halting degree contains 
an objective set. 
Proof. Everything in the proof of Theorem 24 relativizes, hence any degree r.e. 
in another degree contains an objective set. Since every degree above the halting 
degree is the jump of some degree [16], the result follows. 0 
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6. Open questions 
We would like to classify all the locally l-subjective sets. In particular, is the set 
of locally l-subjective sets exactly KLOS (as defined in Section 4)? Also of 
interest is to see if all r.e. locally l-subjective sets must be semirecursive. 
Not much is known about objective sets. We know that all objective sets are 
terse (see [S]) but not all terse sets are objective - sets that are of the form A’, 
where A is nonrecursive, are terse but not objective. It is open if every truth table 
degree (or even every Turing degree) contains an objective set. 
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